Searching for a memorable Scottish sporting holiday?

SCOTTISH
S P O RT I N G E S TAT E S

Enjoy the best salmon fishing, stalking, walked-up and driven shooting on the finest sporting estates in Scotland.
Please do not hesitate to call us on 0131 476 6500
for advice on the best options for your sporting holiday or fishing/
shooting break. Self catered or fully catered accommodation is available
in our sporting lodges, country houses and castles throughout Scotland,
Ireland and abroad.

www.georgegoldsmith.com

GEORGE GOLDSMITH
E X C L U S I V E P R O P E R T I E S & S P O R T I N G E S TAT E S
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www.goldsmith-estates.com

ON THE MOOR

ON THE HILL

S TA L K I N G

2xqGlorious Grouseqx2

T

he first day of the grouse shooting
season for us is about the hard work and
care of our moorland gamekeepers and
land managers, who have been toiling in
all weathers to make our hills the great conservation
story of the age. The Glorious 12th attracts all
media attention, but this day is purely the
touchstone for an industry that strives to deliver a
shootable surplus of grouse, throughout the year.
Over the last decade, grouse moor owners both sides
of the Border have regenerated thousands of acres of
heather, actively addressed overgrazing and doggedly
pressed forward with bracken control. The most
enlightened owners are working closely with statutory
bodies, farm and crofting tenants and other
stakeholders to recreate lost habitat, and deliver a
diverse and vibrant upland habitat which in turn
supports significant numbers of ground nesting bird
species in addition to grouse.

It is estimated that grouse shooting adds about £30
million to the Scottish rural economy at a time when
hill sheep economies are under severe pressure.
The tick burden is one highly important aspect on
many Scottish moors and the presence of sheep to act
as tick mops has been demonstrated to be highly
effective in delivering grouse. Goldsmith & Co.
understand the commercial value of grouse and are
actively involved with a number of estates seeking to
produce shootable surpluses within a balanced
upland management system.
We are hopeful that the insightful work of GWCT
and the like results in a positive outcome in relation to
the current review of grouse shooting in Scotland by
Scottish Government.

2017/18 season resulted in the
highest recorded red deer cull
at 75,306 which was partly due
to a late, harsh winter which saw
higher than average mortality rates
and below average recruitment.
A long dry summer led to some
areas experiencing droughts and
arid conditions which resulted in
poor deer condition going in to
autumn and low pregnancy rates.
Furthermore, the 2018 rut was
exceptionally late and perfunctory,
and we are yet to see what the future
implications of this may be.
Thankfully we experienced a largely mild
winter in 18/19 which will hopefully see
deer numbers begin to recover. However, the
economic impact was definitely felt by estates
with many reviewing their cull figures. As a
result the number of let hind days were down
and we saw estates being more cautious with
letting stags. The cohorts from 2010/2011
were largely wiped out during the severe
winters of those years and mature stags
numbers bear this out.

As land managers our attention is focussed
on wider land management changes
which impact wild deer populations across
Scotland. With the Scottish Government
incentivising woodland planting offering
forestry grants and Land Reform
encouraging conservation at lower deer
densities, deer management is under the
microscope. Added to this we are seeing
declining sheep numbers, more disturbance
from public access and climatic change.
Going forward estates are encouraged to
monitor deer populations and conduct
annual deer counts. This will aid the
compilation of data enabling us to build
up accurate population models; only then
will we be able to implement a systematic
evidence-based approach to setting
cull targets. It is also vital to review the
environmental impacts of deer and recognise
that, even at very low densities, in harsh
conditions deer will make for shelter and
feed. This can be potentially very damaging
to unfenced, newly planted or regenerated
woodland.

We are pleased at the general move towards
habitat assessment rather than concentrating
upon deer densities. We remain hopeful that
the clear benefits of the voluntary approach
to private deer management will result
in Scottish Government not seeking an
increased role in the deer sector.
However, I am pleased to report that ADMG
and SNH continue to work together to
develop a methodology for evaluating the
economic impact of deer management
which in time, will allow DMGs to discuss
the effect of management change at ground
level on the broader interests of community.

Richard Seaman, Director of Goldsmith & Co.
can offer advice on grouse moor and sporting estate
management.
> Contact Richard on 0131 476 6500
or email rms@goldsmith-estates.com

GOLDSMITH & CO. ON THE MOOR
AT DALMAGARRY
Goldsmith & Co. are now in their seventh successful

SPORTING RATES UPDATE

season of management of the Dalmagarry moor,
Inverness-shire. The team working at Dalmagarry has
proved that committed and diligent work and adherence
to modern management principles delivers consistent
results. Despite a universally poor year, throughout
Scotland in 2018 we remain positive for better brood

Many shooting and deer forest appeals have now been agreed with decreases of up to 63%
being seen for Rateable Values. After much campaigning from agents, organisations such as
SLE and landowners hill ground rates for the Hebrides and Islands has been reduced to £1/
Ha. Whilst rates for the forestry have been discounted to £4.50/Ha. We are anticipating
continuations for many forestry appeals whilst talks are ongoing in relation to the practice notes.

counts and chick survival rates in 2019 and beyond.
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H

arris Tweed Hebrides have a unique
story which is intrinsically linked
to the remote Hebridean island
community where the company is
based – the island of Lewis and Harris. Harris
Tweed is the only fabric in the world governed
by its own Act of Parliament, the Harris Tweed
Act 1993. This states that Harris Tweed must be
made from 100% pure virgin wool; using wool
which has been dyed and spun in the Outer
Hebrides of Scotland; then hand-woven at the
homes of the independent weavers. The cloth
must then be finished locally before it can be
‘stamped’ with the coveted Orb trademark.

HARRIS TWEED

Harris Tweed Hebrides produce fabric which
combines colour, inspired by land and seascape in the Hebrides, with distinctive design
and weave structures. Our staff are all highly
skilled textile professionals, working across
the different manufacturing processes from
dying, carding and spinning, through to warping
and finishing. Alongside these skills, we work
with over 120 independent handweavers who
handweave each and every metre of Harris
Tweed fabric in their croft loom-sheds located
around the island of Lewis and Harris.

A handwoven Heritage
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ACQUIRED AND UNDER MANAGEMENT

ACQUIRED AND UNDER MANAGEMENT

New Ownership

new beginnings

I

n 2018 Goldsmith & Co purchased
Scaliscro Estate, Isle of Lewis on behalf of
a retained client. Scaliscro extends to just
over 10,500 acres and offers wonderful
wild mixed sport. In addition to red deer
stalking, there is walked up grouse, woodcock
and snipe shooting along with salmon, seatrout and brown trout fishing. The Estate
enjoys a coastal position and the topography
and landscape present a fantastic all round
sporting estate and even presents a rare
opportunity to bag the hard won Macnab!
Sir Ian Botham OBE is just one of the
celebrated guests to achieve a Macnab at
Scaliscro.

Goldsmith & Co. are Scotland’s leading sporting
estate and country property specialists. We are a
wholly independent Chartered Surveying and land
agency practice run by two Directors Richard
Seaman MRICS and George Goldsmith along

As managing agents, Goldsmith & Co. are
working closely with the estate owner to
implement new sporting management,
conservation and investment programmes.

with Kathryn Bontoft MRICS. With strong and
established links to some of the most prestigious
Estates throughout Scotland, we offer personal
and professional advice, specialising in the sale and

Goldsmith & Co. can offer personal and
professional advice on all aspects of estate
purchase and management.
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acquisition of Sporting Estates, Farms and Country
Houses both on and off market.
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r

Hebridean
Blend

r

For the first time in living memory the sport of Barvas and Garynahine now fall under the same ownership.
It is most exciting that guests can now stay at Garynahine Lodge but experience the salmon and trout fishing
at Barvas and in all they will have access to over 46,000 acres. The owners English Pointers are highly
renowned throughout the UK and overseas providing guests the opportunity to see them work in the field.

Barvas Estate is rare in
that it provides the keen
sportsman with almost yearround sport. The spring
offers excellent loch fishing
for trout and the chance of
an elusive Scottish springer,
with the best salmon fishing
in the summer months of
August and September.
The colder weather of
autumn brings exciting
walked-up grouse, snipe and
wildfowling opportunities.
For those wishing to venture
to the hills, the red deer
stalking and unrivalled
woodcock shooting in the
late autumn and winter
months completes the
sporting diary.

Fishing

Boasting three entire river
systems, including the prolific
Barvas River, Barvas offers a
wealth of fishing opportunities.
The fishing season opens on
11th February and closes on 31st
October with the main run of fish
starting from late May onwards.
In the earlier months of the season
fishing is generally confined to
the loch which is most effectively
fished from a boat. The Loch
extends to about 245 acres and is
relatively shallow with some deeper
pools. The 10 year average is about
170 fish.

Barvas has long standing
reputation for offering some
of the most exciting snipe
shooting in the UK The Estate
shoot between 5 to 7 days a
year throughout October and
November ad bags of 50+.
Outings are often combined with
a trip onto the moor in pursuit
of a couple of brace of grouse.
Migrating woodcock arrive from
Scandinavia from late autumn
through the winter months and
offer challenging sport to test even
the most adept shot.

Walked-up Grouse

Stalking

Distinct from a number of estates
in Scotland, Barvas has recorded
consistent bags over the last few
years largely due to the mild
weather and the absence of many
predators on the island. The
Estate have generally shot 15- 20
walked-up days over pointers each
year achieving bags of around 5 to
10 brace.

Acquired

Woodcock and Snipe
Shooting

The undulating and varied hill
ground provides excellent stalking.
The ground has a good resident
hind population and great stag
stalking in the rut. With breath
taking views out to sea Barvas
offers stalking for all abilities.

GARYNAHINE ESTATE

ISLE OF LEWIS

An island sporting estate with renowned salmon and
sea-trout fishing and driven woodcock
Traditional 11 bedroom lodge
Keeper’s Cottage, Ghillie’s Bothy and Keeper’s Bothy
Estate buildings with garages, workshops and kennels
Salmon, sea-trout and trout fishing on over 3.5 miles of the River Blackwater system
including over 40 freshwater lochs (5 year average 247 salmon, 132 sea-trout)
About 2 miles of coastline, coastal and sea fishing,
and lobster potting
Renowned driven woodcock shooting
Walked-up grouse, snipe and wildfowling
Red deer stalking
Island of Eilean an Tighe (13 acres)
About 1,610 acres (651 Ha) in-hand grazing and woodland and sporting rights on
some 10,400 acres of moorland common grazing

www.garynahineestate.com
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MEET THE TEAM

P RO P E RT Y U P DAT E

A promising
outlook

RICHARD SEAMAN

GEORGE GOLDSMITH

K AT H RY N B O N T O F T

I successfully stalked my first roe deer at
the age of 14 and my passion for observing
and managing all species of deer has never
left me. I have been actively involved with
the management of some of the most
prolific grouse moors in the UK and when
the opportunity arises I enjoy trying my
luck for a salmon or even a humble brown
trout.Wherever possible now I tend to
concentrate my game shooting on wild bird
days with smaller bags and the emphasis on
sport and the enjoyment of sharing this with
friends and clients. One of the highlights of
my sporting year is the pursuit of wild boar
in Europe.

Highland holidays as a boy inspired me for
sure! Learning how to cast a fly at a wild
brown trout probably started it all. This
passion has never left me and the older one
gets the more one appreciates wild, remote
places and being close to nature. The
benefit of spending ‘time out’ in beautiful
Scottish locations, helps me rebalance and
I need to do more of it! My last wonderful
fishing experience was at Bighouse Lodge in
north Sutherland fishing the River Halladale
with a cast on the River Borgie too. Great
hospitality and breathtaking scenery.

For me there is nothing more fulfilling than a
day spent in the field alongside kindred spirits.
I love the challenge, engaging with nature and
pitching myself against the elements in some
of the most remote and beautiful places in
the country. Inspired by my father, a keen shot,
fisherman and game chef extraordinaire I have
been encouraged to pursue my passions and
am lucky enough to have forged a career from
them.Today, I love nothing more than escaping
to the hill, be it with a rod and rifle or simply
in search of an adventure. Over the past year
I have been fortunate enough to fish the sea
pools at Amhuinnsuidhe- a lifelong dream!
shoot my first hummel stag in the wilds of
Cape Wrath and attempt a Macnab at Tulchan,
Glenisla.This season my sights are set on
passing my DSC2 but the sporting bucket list is
ever growing!

Star Buy: 30” Beretta EELL 12g over/
under with Teague chokes.
Next Buy: 32” B Rizzini over/under 28g.

Star Buy: A new Barrio SLX fly line for
my Sage 10ft, 7wt.
Next Buy: A traditional clinker style
rowing boat.

2018/2019 has been highly successful for
us despite the political climate. We have
achieved notable sales in the country
house, estate and forestry sectors both on
an open market and private sales basis.
In the last 12 months we have acted in the
sale/acquisition of approximately 85,000
acres for a wide range of clients from the
UK, Europe and Asia. Inward investment
from overseas recognises the weakness
of Sterling and we predict a further
expansion of our acquisition activity within
the next 12 months.

Star Buy: Bisley Cobra leather rifle sling
with thumbhole loop.
Next Buy: Sauer Artemis S101 Huntress
rifle .308 Win.
Wherever this season takes you, whether it is in pursuit of fur, feather or fin, we wish you all a great season and happy hunting!
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FOR SALE

For Sale

Kinlochdamph Estate
A Highland sporting haven

K I N L O C H D A M P H

E S TAT E

TO R R I D O N , RO S S - S H I R E , S C OT L A N D, I V 5 4 8 U Y

K

inlochdamph Estate
lies 10 miles South of
the village Torridon
which sits within some
of the most spectacular landscape in
the Highlands. Set in an idyllic
position overlooking Loch Damph,
Kinlochdamph enjoys panoramic
views of the dramatic scenery which
forms part of the estate. Extending to
4,085 acres (1,653 Ha) the majestic

peaks of the surrounding mountains
offer exciting and challenging sport.
In addition to some fantastic red deer
stalking the Estate offers trout fishing
on one of the many hill lochs, rough
shooting and the chance of a grouse.
The four-bedroom lodge has recently
been refurbished and is beautifully
positioned to enjoy the views across the
river to Loch Damph, and the
mountains beyond.

· 4 bedroom traditional lodge
· Adjoining garage housing a drying room,
portable deer larder and games room
· Income from newly constructed 1MW hydro scheme
· Red deer stalking with a five-year average of 17 Stags
· Additional sport including rough shooting and wild
brown trout fishing
· Woodland planting potential
· Within easy reach of stunning coastline
In all 4085.76 acres (1,653 Ha)
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

with three dwellings, panoramic views over Strathglass,
approximately 2 miles of river frontage/trout fishing,
established holiday letting income and a potential building plot

C A R N O C H

F A R M

S TRATH G L ASS, INVERNESS-SH IRE, IV4 7LE

8

A DE L IGH T FUL LIFES T YLE FARM

A

C O M PAC T
D EER FO RES T
with iconic Sutherland views

8

W E D D E R

H I L L

E S TAT E

FORSINARD, SUTHERLAND, SCOTLAND, KW13 6YT

•

4-bedroom farmhouse
• 3-bedroom cottage

· 3-bedroom Highland cottage

• 2-bedroom holiday let

· Outbuildings with development potential

• Rod room, larder, kennels, log store, steading with
workshop and potting shed

· Red deer stalking with potential for 8-10 stags per year

• Potential development plot

· Additional sport including rough shooting and trout fishing

• Rough shooting

· 100 acre (42 Ha) potential woodland planting scheme

• Trout fishing on the River Glass
• Kitchen garden and orchard
In all about 100 acres (40.5Ha)

In all about 2352 acres (952.15 Ha)
For sale as a whole or in two lots

For sale as a whole
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SOLD - IN EXCESS OF ASKING

Sold

Fearna Lodge Estate

j

j

F E A R N A

L O D G E

E S TAT E

SUTHERLAND • SCOTLAND

• Modern 5 bedroom lodge
• Red deer stalking
• Rough shooting
• Trout lochs
• Spate salmon fishing on a tributary of the Inver
• Potential woodland planting scheme

Are you looking to acquire an estate or some land?
With strong and established links to some of the most prestigious Estates throughout Scotland, we offer personal and professional advice,
specialising in the sale and acquisition of Sporting Estates, Farms and Country Houses both on and off market.

About 1,400 acres (566 Ha)

To discuss your requirements please call Richard Seaman or Kathryn Bontoft on 0131 476 6500
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SOLD - IN EXCESS OF ASKING

Sold

Achnabourin Estate
A wonderfully diverse coastal estate offering
mixed sport and fantastic views; a true hidden gem.

AC H N A B O U R I N

E S TAT E

STRATHNAVER • SUTHERLAND • SCOTLAND

• 5 bedroomed traditional lodge overlooking the River Naver
• 2 bedroomed cottage
• Red deer stalking
• Trout fishing on numerous hill lochs
• Woodcock shooting, duck flighting and rough shooting
• Diverse income streams
• Renewable energy potential
About 5855 acres (2369 Ha)
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Are you looking to acquire an estate or some land?
With strong and established links to some of the most prestigious Estates throughout Scotland, we offer personal and professional advice,
specialising in the sale and acquisition of Sporting Estates, Farms and Country Houses both on and off market.

To discuss your requirements please call Richard Seaman or Kathryn Bontoft on 0131 476 6500
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ACQUIRED - AND UNDER MANAGEMENT

F I S H I N G U P DAT E - L O O K I N G B AC K

Gualin Estate
A hidden gem, managed by Goldsmith & Co.

Acquired on behalf of a
retained client in 2018,
Gualin Estate extends to
around 6,200 acres.
The Estate is now being
managed by Goldsmith
& Co. with a focus on
the conservation of the
Dionard River System.
Book your fishing experience
on the Dionard:

Arguably one of the finest spate rivers in
Northern Scotland, the Dionard is a hidden gem
and offers great fishing with a dramatic backdrop.
The river offers a good mixture of fast and slow
flowing water and fishes best after a heavy rainfall.
The main runs enter the river from June onwards,
with August perhaps the best month. Whilst the
system performs best with good water levels, the
loch always holds fish and can be tackled with
confidence from the boat.
The river is fished over 6 (2 rod) beats.

Contact George Goldsmith on 0131 476 6500
or email George@sportingestates.com
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Tight Lines

For many, 2018 was a year of mixed fortune. Extended drought
saw water temperatures soar and oxygen levels plummet.
With water levels at a record low fish stayed in the estuaries
for prolonged periods vulnerable to disease, lice and predation.
That said, despite conditions some guests reported great weeks
on the river with our own Richard Seaman who spent a highly
productive day on the Glendelvine beat of the Tay in early
April with four spring fish, caught and released with the biggest
exceeding 20lb.
Bighouse Lodge, River Halladale is already sitting at 220 fish
for the season so far. The recent early summer rain has had a
positive impact on catches. Our client Sir Ian Botham caught a
21.5lbs fish on a10ft single handed rod.
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SERVICES

SERVICES

Scotland’s Sporting Estate and Country House Specialists
Goldsmith & Co. are a wholly independent Chartered Surveying & Land Agency practice
with strong and established links to some of the most prestigious Estates throughout Scotland.
We offer a discreet, bespoke service, specialising in private, off market sales and acquisitions.
Our clients require us to work to exacting standards, within tight timescales and expect us
to deliver a professional service that fully meets their requirements, on an ongoing and
consistent basis. Market knowledge and attention to detail is what sets us apart.

Sales
Acquisitions
Long Lets
Sporting leases
Sporting consultancy

We have experience with some of the most prolific grouse moors,
prestigious deer forests and driven shoots across Scotland;
making us well equipped to handle all your estate management needs including:

Estate restructuring/strategic advice
Book keeping/payroll
Planning and development
Non-domestic/sporting rates
Sales and acquisitions

Gold

Renewables

Goldsmith & Co. Offices

0131 476 6500

Estates under management
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